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• An educational book-game 
to learn the chronology and 
discover the great inventions and 
discoveries

• Real traps and fake traps to learn 
while having fun
From Cromagnon men to Liberation days, from 
Genghis Khan’s warriors to Armstrong’s space trip, 
from Olympia games to Mohamed Ali’s victories, 
the Thwrat the traps’ series skilfully combines lear-
ning and fun. Each book offers ten large and illus-
trated double-pages, with lot of details, and then, all 
the explanations at once documented and accessible, 
with humor touches. Five titles are already avalaible 
: Science, History, Arts, Sports and Nature. Will you 
manage to guess every traps ?

www.gulfstream.fr

Pascale HEDELIN has been writing children’s books 
for twenty years with an everlasting pleasure. On one 
hand, she writes documentaries on many and varied 
subjects thanks to her interest in all the mysteries and 
richness of the world ; she loves to share the happiness 
of understanding. On the other hand, she also writes 
stories because she loves to travel in imaginary worlds 
(to escape everyday life) and wants to make children 
dream too.
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THE AUTHOR

THE ILLUSTRATOR

Trained to become a comic book artist at Saint-
Luc Higher School of Art in Brussels, Benjamin 
STRICKLER is a press and children books’ illustra-
tor since 2007. He lives and works in Strasbourg. He 
spends most of his time lost in documentation, trave-
ling to varied ages and places. He hopes to share all his 
discoveries through his illustrations.
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Each title deals with ten important events (or scene), of 
Science, arts, sports, nature or history. Each subject is 
introduced to the reader, by an illustrated and playful double 
page representing  a typical scene in which, children may 
find hidden objects and anachronistic inventions. To blur the 
tracks are also represented objects that, although appearing 
to have been invented more recently, legitimately have their 
place in the scene (the «false traps») - for example an oil lamp 
among prehistoric men.

Explanations are then given, by reading the following 
educational double-page.
Information is also provided about the period, the context of 
invention or discovery of objects and techniques in question. 
The corrected image is also on this double page, in reduced 
size. Both children and adults are caught in the game of 
research!

THE CONCEPT
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Thwart the traps 

 of  History

Antiquity lasted about 2000 years. 
During this period, Athens was 
a modern and creativ city. This 
civilization has greatly inspired our 
current way of life. However, in this 
illustration, eight elements have no 
sense.



Thwart the traps of  Science
In 1903, Wrights brothers launched the first motorized flying 
plane. It is made of wood and cloth, and the pilot must be 
lying down, but it is the beginning of the sky conquest and 
the air journey. 

Will you manage to find 8 anachronisms in this picture ? Some 
scene or objects didn’t exist in the wrights’brothers period, at 
the beginning of the 20st century. But, be careful, there are also 
fakes traps and you could be suprised by the answers behind.



Thwart the traps of  Nature

Paradise island
Let’s go and visit a pacific island.
Nature is so generous and beautiful overthere !

But, wait a minute... Is it a winged bear by the sea ? 



Thwart the traps of  Arts

Sacred dance
Dance is a powering way to express yourself since centuries. 
Indians tribes were doing bulls’ dance to pray spirits and have 
chance in their hunting campaigns.

And that’s a true information !
But take a look at the picture and find the 8 errors.



Thwart the traps of  Sports

The first Olympic Games
Fans of sports, the ancient Greeks have organized major 
competitions in Olympia already eight century BC.
Religious celebrations and combat training at this time, 

these sports events are nowadays still followed by millions of 
passionate people.


